Since 2013, Notre Dame Mission Volunteers have worked with the Sisters of Notre Dame de Namur alongside children and families in Les Cayes, Haiti. We assisted the community with building a bakery which will provide jobs and education to families in the area creating sustainable pathways out of poverty.

**Job Creation**

The bakery creates sustainable economic security for families in Les Cayes by providing jobs and training.

The next phase of our development will be creating a café and working with schools to buy our bread.

**Scholarship Program**

As an added benefit, the bakery workers are able to enroll one child in our scholarship program. With the help of donors, we have provided over 40 scholarships to help cover the cost of school tuition for children in Les Cayes. As production grows, profits from the bakery will be used to fund these scholarships.

**Education for Staff**

We provide classes for bakery employees on financial literacy, English language, and computer skills. These skills will not only help on the job, but provide participants the opportunity for future advancement.

*Our work in Les Cayes is made possible with the generous support of the Sisters of Notre Dame de Namur, the Dunn Family Foundation, the Cushman Foundation, W. K. Kellogg Foundation, and many others.*